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Summary 

The ~ctive m~gnetic portion of the extraction 
system for the Chalk River superconducting cyclotron 
is divided into nine segments, referred to as modules, 
each of which provides radial steering and radial 
focllsi"g. Two kinds of modules are used: one has 
iron bars to give a fixed focusing gradient and tile 
other has superconducting coils to give a variahle 
focusing gradient. Roth kinds have similar arrange
ments of superconducting coils to provirle variahle 
steering. All coils in the modules are racetrack 
types arranged to flli"imize perturl1ation of fielrls in 
the acceleration region. Full scale prototype modules 
of the fi xed gradi ent type ha ve heen bui lt, 11S i ng 
NI1 3Sn ~nd Nb-Ti superconductor, and tested. The Nb-Ti 
version has operaterl up to short sample critical 
current at a maxifllum conductor field exceeding 5 T. A 
prototype morlul e of the va ri ah 1 e grarli ent type has 
heen marle wi th Nb-Ti conrluctor and Ilas also operaterl 
up to sllort sample critical current. Magnetic and 
mechanical rlesiqn features of these modules are 
descrihed and test results presented. 

I nt roduct ion 

This paper descrihes magnetic and mechanical 
desi gn features of prototype superconducting 
extraction modules that have heen developed for the 
r:halk River superconducting cyclotron and gives test 
results. A status report 1 for thi s cycl otron projec~ 
and a report on extraction system heam dynamics 
appear elsewhere in the proceedings of this confer
ence. 

The general features of this extraction system 
have heen described earlier 3 , but some modifications 
have been made since. Briefly, the active magnetic 
parts of the proposed system are di vi ded into two 
channels. Each consists of a series of short linear 
modul es sepa rated by small drift 1 engths. The fi rst 
channel contains three identical modules which have 
magnet ica11y saturated i ron bars to generate a fi xed 
radial focusing gradient and superconducting coils to 
provide variahle steering. The second channel con
tains six identical modules that have superconducting 
coils to provide variable radial focusing and variable 
steering. 

Roth channels reside in the bridge region of the 
main coil cryostat and channel 1 protrudes partly into 
a I,i 11 gap (the cryostat inner wall is suitably nul ged 
to accommodate thi s). A superi nsul ated beam pi pe, 
cooled with ~ 100 K helium gas, passes through a 
rectangular access hole in all modules. A small local 
helium can surrounds the modules and isolates the 
bri dge vacuum from the hel i um bath that cool s them. 
Liquid helium is supplied to the local helium can from 
the lower main coil vessel. Roil-off gas is vented 
through the upper main coil vessel or the channel 
current lead system to a gas recovery system. 

Modu 1 es are i nte rconnect ed elect ri ca 11 y to form 
four independently dri ven groups: channel 1, channel 
2 gradient windings, and two sections of channel 2 
steering windings having three modules per section. 

The major cl,angps in active element design are 
tl,at a set of racetrack coils replaces saddle windings 
and their perturhation compensation coils for steering 
and that the iron hars, instead of a superconducting 
coi 1, cOllnteract phase space di storti ons induced when 
the heam crosses rapidly changing fringe fields near a 
hill edge. 

Magnet Design 

Superconductor 

Table summarizes parameters of filamentary 
superconductors used to wind prototype modules. Coils 
having Nb 3Sn conductor (bronze matrix and no stabi
lizing copper) were wound using the "wind and react" 
technique. For coil protection, turns within a layer 
were in contact, but layers were separated with fiber
glas (0.05 mm thick). In some cases thin copper foil 
(0.03 mm thi ck) was used to improve thi s contact. 
Fiherglas was also used as insulation between coils 
and support structure. The Nb 3Sn conductor requi red 
reaction in a vacuum furnace at 700°C for 24 hours. 
This conductor was used in a channel 1 prototype 
module as well as in most of the model coil develop
ment studies. 

Table 1 

Some Parameters of Multifilamentary Superconductor 
used to Wind Prototype Modules 

Conductor Nh-Ti Nb-Ti Nb 3Sn 

Copper/Superconductor Ratio 1.25 1.4 0 

Number of Filaments 361 60 1500 

Fil ament Twi st Pitch (mm) 12.7 12.7 25 

Insulation formvar formvar none 

Di ameter (mm) 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Critical Current at 4.2 K 
(A). Magnetic Field 5 T 168 220 300 

3 T 250 340 375 

Reference 4 5 6 

To circumvent difficulties associated with coil 
protection and handling of brittle reacted Nb 3Sn con
ductor Nb-Ti was investigated. It has lower current 
density and lower critical temperature than Nb3Sn, but 
avoids the requirement for furnace reaction and there
fore allows a wider selection of insulation and 
structural materials. Polyimide and mylar (thickness 
0.03 mm) were used to insulate coils from the support 
structure. The Nb- Ti conductor with a copper to 
superconductor ratio of 1.25/1 was used to wind a 
channel 1 J110dule and a channel 2 gradient structure. 
The other Nh-Ti conductor was used to wind the 
steering coils of the channel 2 prototype module. 
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In il11 cases conductor was f1 attened to a rec
tanqu1ar cross section in a rolling mill. Oimensions 
are given in later sections. F1atteninq ains winding 
control, improves packi ng fracti on and rerluces the 
amount 3 of epoxy in the wi ndi ngs after vacuum i mpreg
nation. 

<;uperconductor 1 earls to anrl from i neii vi rlua1 coi 1 s 
were fastenerl onto support i ng pi eces of copper either 
by soft soldering (Nh-Ti) or by brazing (Nb 3Sn). 
Rrazing was rlone in vacuum before conrluctor reaction. 

Variable Steering 

Figure 1 shows in cross section the layout of the 
six coils that make up the steering system of hoth 
channels. These coils are symmetrically arrangerl 
about the vertical axis and the midplane. Two of 
them, centererl on the vertical axis, are identical 
rloub1e pancakes. The other four are identical and 

UNITS: mm 

Fig. 1 Cross section of the steering winding configu
ration for channels 1 and ~ prototype modules. 

Channell: A 4.0 mm, R 15.3 111m. 
Channel 2: A = 7.4 mm, R = 19.0 mm. 

spool wound onto stainless steel racetrack bobbins. 
The circled rlots and crosses indicate direction of 
current flow out anrl into the paper respectively to 
generate a field directed towilrrl the top of the dia
gram. Coil dimensions, location and number of turns 
were establ i shed with the aid of computer programs 
which were used to ohtain acceptah1e fielrl profiles in 
the heam reqion anrl small perturhation fields in the 
acceleration region while satisfyinq space constraints 
and magnetic limits of the conrluctor. Cross-sectional 
rlimensions for hoth channels are identical except for 
the dimensions laheled A anrl R. The straiqht section 
length of the pancakes is 82 mm for both channels, but 
is 96 mm for racetracks in channel 1 and 99.2 111m for 
racetracks in channel 2. The number of turns in 
channell and channel 2 coils are respectively 30 for 
pancakes and 35-1/2 arranged in 6 layers for each 
racetrack and 32 and 41-1/2 arranged in 7 layers. The 
steering field amplitude is 1.7 mT/A. 

Conductor cross-sectional dimensional for Nb 3Sn 
were 0.25 111m x 0.76 111m for all coils. For Nb-Ti they 
were 0.28 mm x 0.86 111m for pancakes and 0.36 x 0.74 mm 
for racetracks. 

Fixed Gradient 

Figure 2 gives the cross-sectional dimensions of 
the Armco iron bars which generate the radial focusing 
qradient for channel 1. These bars reside in regions 
where the field from the main magnet coils exceeds 2 T 

in all operating situations, thus ensuring maqnetic 
satllratil)n. The hars can be conveniently modeled with 
surface currents of rlensity 1.7~ x 10 6 Aim. (ach har 

42 

UNITS: mm 

Fig. 2 Cross section of iron bar configuration for 
generating a radial focilsing gradient in 
channel 1 prototype mndule. 

is 86 111m long. The rarlial gradient is 35 Tim on axis 
in the middle of the morlule. 

Variable Gradient 

Figure 3 gives the cross section of the variable 
gradient structure, which consists of four racetrack 
coils. (ach coil has nine layers of 18 turns per 
layer wound onto an insulated stainless steel bobbin. 
The coils ue symmetrically located about the mid
plane. As indicated hy the circled rlots and crosses 
the pair of coils on the left hand side carry current 
in the oppos ite di rect i I)n to those on the ri ght hand 
side. This arrangement causes only small perturhation 
fielrls in the ilccelerator regil)n. The grarlient gener
aterl in the heam region per ampere of current in the 
windings is 143 mT/m. 
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Fig. 3 Cross section of variable gradient winding 
configuration for channel 2 prototype module. 
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Mechanical Oes ign 

Channel 1 

Fi gllre 4 shows the stee ring co ils and the iron hars 
fixed in pos iti on on a stainless steel support 
structure. The main support memher is a rectangular 
open-ended ho x structu re made in two halves and 
electron beam welded together. The walls of the bo x 
are vac uum tiCjht and fo rm the outer envelope for the 
beam pipe superinsulation vacuum when all modules are 
a<;semb l ed together. The l eft hand iron bar is welded 
inside the box at one end and at the other end is 
capturerl in a restraining piece, thus avoiding 

® 0 @ ® 0 

@ © ® 
Fig. 4 Channe l 1 module cross sect i on: A - pancake 

coi l s; R - box st r uc ture; C - copper rail; 
o racetrack cl amps ; I': - copper pressure 
pla t e; F - racetrack co"il; G - iron fo cus ing 
bars; H - clampin g straps; J - location of 
external lap joi nt connect ions. 

mechanical st ress arising from rliffere ntial con
traction on cooling. The othe r bars il re located in 
machi ned qrooves on the ollter su r faces of t he box and 
welded to central suppo rt s that are arrangerl to allow 
differential motion on cool ing. 

The racetrack coils are rnountpd in pairs in 
stainless steel clamps . Insulated coppe r strips, 
0.75 mm thick, act as pressu re plates and provide 
mechanica l support for the lead co nd ucto rs on the 
outer layers. )ilicon bronzp screws provi de a precom
pressi on force on each racetrilck of 4000 N. The 
coppe r st ri ps are sol dered or brazed to other pi eces 
of copper that support the conducto r and 1 ead it to 
the broad outer face of one of the racetrack clamps 
where external connections are made to the module via 
l ap joi nts. 

The pan cake coils are wound in 1.83 mm wide 
grooves machin ed into the top and bottom surfaces of 
the box structure. Small copper rai ls , cross section 
1. 6 mm x 1.6 mm, act as pressure pliltes which are 
pressed agai nst the pancake wi ndi ngs by the stepped 
edges of the racet ra ck clampi ng structure. One con 
ductor of the pa ncake is so l dered or brazed to the 
copper rail. The copper rail is fi xed t o a copper 
ilnchor which i s cementer! onto the end of a racet rack 
with an insula tinCj ad hesivf', as shown i n Figure 5. 
The l ea d conductor from the innermost l aye r of the 
racetrack is soldered (or hrazed) onto the copper 
anchor and onto the cop per rail where the electrical 
joint is made to the pancake. The clamping force for 
the pancakes is provi cled through fi ve pai rs of stai n-
1 ess steel straps wh i ch are attached with screws onto 
one of the racetrack cl amps and pass over the top and 

bottom surfaces of the box structure. The straps are 
fi xed to the broad face of the other racet rack cl amp 

Fi g. 5 Copper structure to support superconductor in 
the transition from a pancake to a racetrack: 
A - racetrack bobbin; 8 - copper anchor; 
C - interconnecting copper rail. 

by silicon bronze screws which provi de approximately 
4000 N of precompression force on each pancake. Three 
pai rs of the st raps have narrow webs to go through 
3.2 mm wide, 6 mm long vertical slots in the iron 
bars. The other straps go around the ends of the 
iron. 

Figure 6 is a photograph of a prototype channel 1 
module which shows the mechanical structure. Flanges 
have been wel ded onto the ends of the box structure 
for welrling onto a mating flange of a neighhourin g 
module when all modules are assembled to form the com
plete channel. 

Fi g. 6 Photograph of a channel 1 module . 

r.hannel 2 

Fi Cjures 7 and 8 show the support structure for 
the steering anrl gradient coils. The c lamping and 
conrluctor sllpport rletail s for the steeri ng coi 1 s are 
essentially the same as those for channel 1. The 
significant difference is that the straps to pull the 
racetrack clamp structures onto the pancakes are 
L-shaped brackets. Each of the ten pai rs of straps 
across the top and bottom surfaces of the box 
structure consist of one stainless steel and one 
alumi num bronze bracket. Contraction of the aluminum 
bronze on cool down hel ps mai ntai n the precompress i on 
fo rces on the pancake coils. 

The gradient racetrack coils are mounted in two 
aluminum bronze frames that in turn fasten to posts on 
the steering box structure. A pair of stainless steel 
bars apply a precompression force of ~ 10 4 N to each 
rilcet rack. One of the hars is fastened to the frame 
and cont ai ns an array of stai nl ess steel set screws 
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Fig. 7 Channel 2 module cross section: A - gradient 
support frame; R - gradi ent racet rack coi 1 s; 
C L-shaped brackets; D precompression 

Fig. R 

bars; I:: - copper rai 1; F - copper pressure 
pl ate; r, - steeri ng racetrack coi 1; H - box 
structure; ,j - pancake coi 1. 

I 

Photograph of a channel 2 prototype module 
with the upper pair of gradient coils and sup-
port structure raised. 

that press the other bar onto the racetrack. On cool
down the frame maintains the precompression. The 
frame has holes machined in the region between race
track locations to fit over the ends of the L-brackets 
on the steering box structure. The racetrack lead 
conductors are sol dered onto copper pi eces whi ch are 
anchored in the racetrack hobbi ns and support 
structure for mechanical support of the conductor. 

Performance 

Test Apparatus 

F.ach module was mounted inside the bore of a 
superconducting solenoid that could generate a max~mum 
field of 5 T. The solenoid's helium bath provlded 
cooling. The field on axis in a module. was rnon!tored 
with a cryogenic Hall probe and also wlth a cOll and 
integrator system. A dc current stabilized power sup
ply 'charged the modules at a rate of 2 A/s. The 
inductance of each coil in the steering structure was 
roughly 0.1 mH and that of each coil in the gradient 
structure ahout 1.5 mHo Each coi 1 in a module was 
monitored also with voltage taps. 

Channe 1 1 

The dominant feature of the Nb3Sn module was that 
an unacceptably long time of more than 20 minutes was 
requi red to charge up to a gi ven current. (Based on 
experiments with single coils a few minutes was 
expected.) This hehaviour resulted from bonding of 

copper across the outermost turns of the pancake 
wi ndi ngs, whi ch is thought to he caused hy i nadeqllate
ly controlled flow of brazing alloy. 

The modul e wound with Nb- Ti conductor (copper to 
superconductor ratio of 1.25/1) achieved critical 
current operation for current in both directions and 
'naxil'1um fields at conductors up to 5.5 T. The self 
field contribution at the point of maximum field is 
" 1.5 T for a current of 200 A. A total of 20 
training quenches was required. The current configu
ration giving steering fields aligned in the same 
direction as the background field required less 
training than that for field alignment in opposite 
directions. In the latter case the maximul'1 fields 
occur at the ends of the racetrack coils. 

For operation in the cyclotron, currents required 
in channell modules wO'lnd from 1.4/1 Nh-Ti and oper
ated at 4.5 K are ROl, or less of critical current for 
averaqe central fields in the cyclotron of 3 to 5 T. 

Channel 2 

The prototype module was wound I~ith Nb-Ti con
ductor using 1.25/1 copper to superconductor ratio for 
the gradient structure and 1.4/1 for the steering 
structure. (The choice was hased on conductor availa-
hility.) Roth structures operated up to critical 
current. Measured magnetic fields and gradients 
agreed with calculations. The steering windings oper
ated similarly to those of channell, except that the 
critical current is higher for the channel 2 module. 

The gradient structure had a maxi'llum conductor field 
of 5.9 T, of which the self generated portion is about 
1.9 T per 150 A. 

Cyclotron operation will requi re maximum currents 
in channel 2 modules of 75% and 651, of critical 
current for the steering and gradient structures 
respectively if the coils are wound with 1.4/1 Nh-Ti 
conductor and operated at 4.5 K. 
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